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Abbreviations and terminology 

 

SAO  State Audit Office  

SEC  State Election Commission  

SCPC  State Commission for Prevention of Corruption 

RNM  Republic of North Macedonia 

PRO  Public Revenue Office  

EC  Electoral Code 

PE  Public Enterprise  

 

For the purpose of this research we shall use these terms1:  

 

Billboard - Billboards are panels, suitable for large-scale campaigns. Depending on the size, 

dimension, manufacturing and lighting they can also be named as Mega-lite, Big board, Mega-

board, etc. (see page 10). 

 

Electoral content on billboards - is considered content that is designed for the purpose of paid 

political advertising and participation in the election campaign, representing the candidate, the 

slogan and the number of the ballot of the participant in the election campaign. It should also 

contain the name of the advertiser, i.e. the name of the person/entity who ordered that content. 

Electoral content is used exclusively during the election campaign. 

 

Party content on billboards - is considered a content that aims for the party to communicate 

with the public and promote the party. It is not intended for the purpose of paid political advertising 

(during elections) and is in no way related to the election campaign. Party content is advertised 

outside the election campaign period, but sometimes remains during the election campaign 

period. 

 

Black campaign on billboards - is considered content, printed on a billboard that aims to 

denigrate, slander, degrade, harm. It appears during the election campaign, without knowing who 

set it up, or who paid for it.  

 

Billboard location - the physical address/street map location where the technical stand of the 

billboard is actually located, including side A and side B of the same billboard. So there is one 

location, but two sides/two different contents of one billboard. 

 

 

 

                                                
1 These definitions are set up by IMPETUS and shall refer to it in its research papers  
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1. Introduction 

 

 For the parliamentary elections in North Macedonia, June-July 2020, the IMPETUS2 

Association has developed an interactive online map and analysis of the political advertising 

through billboards during the election campaign, which are available on the official website of the 

project3. Impetus submitted to the SCPC specific recommendations and proposals for more 

precise regulation of this type of advertising in the election legislation, based on the conducted 

research and findings in 2020. Since this area has proven to be of interest to IMPETUS, the 

monitoring of political advertisements and election process, continued for 2021 local elections, 

too. 

Billboards are considered to be media for outdoor advertising, placed on the most frequent 

roads/traffic routes attracting drivers/pedestrian’s’ attention, and as commercial advertising 

objects, they are also used in the election campaigning. 

Leasing of the advertising site/location is carried out according to established rules within 

the municipalities, as well as any other public procurement procedure. The locations determined 

by the municipalities and the City of Skopje are assigned to the concessionaires (legal 

entities/marketing agencies/companies). They generate income in this way, because the 

concessionaires pay a certain amount as rent compensation. 

Before the election campaign begins, the marketing agencies submit a bid (with 

location/price packages) to the State Election Commission (SEC). The maximum number of 

billboards that can be used for political advertising is 50% of the total number of billboards on the 

territory of certain municipality, the city of Skopje, i.e. on the territory on which a certain legal entity 

manages them.4 The SEC, by drawing lots, distributes the offered packages with locations for the 

participants in the election campaign. The number of billboards to be used by a candidate/political 

party are already determined as percentages in the Electoral Code.5 If a political party, coalition 

or independent candidate does not use the total percentage of billboards given by the draw lots, 

other political parties and independent candidates have the right to lease them.6  

The purpose of this research is to monitor, assess and check the activities of the 

participants in the election campaign in the local elections 2021, related to outdoor advertising, to 

identify the challenges arising from the legal framework and the manner of implementation of 

                                                
2 https://impetus.mk 
3 https://www.political-billboards.mk 
4 Article 78-a, para 2, Electoral Code, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view 
5 Ibid, para 4 
6 Ibid, para 5  

https://political-billboards.mk/category/publikacii/
https://political-billboards.mk/category/publikacii/
https://political-billboards.mk/category/publikacii/
https://impetus.mk/
https://www.political-billboards.mk/
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Article 78 - a of the Electoral Code, referring to billboards advertising.7 This research analyses 

presents the results of the location/content monitoring of billboards during the local election 

campaign in October 2021, within the period from 27.09-15.10.2021 in North Macedonia.  

2. Methodology   

 

The following methodology was used to meet the objectives set in this analysis:  

▪ Individual observation/monitoring by the project researchers, whereby the findings are 

reflected and addressed in this analysis. The observation was conducted at several 

checkpoints, both in the first and second round of the election campaign; 

▪ Monitoring agency was contracted to map the billboards location/content during the election 

campaigning period; 

▪ Desk research - collecting open data and information from reports, articles, journalistic 

stories/news, etc. which are relevant to the topic, through presentation, explanation and their 

analysis. Also, the available data on the offered locations from bidders for each prticipant in 

the election campaign, according to the submitted bids/reports to the SEC, SAO and/or SCPC 

were analyzed; 

▪ Analysis of the legal framework (Electoral Code with relevant bylaws, Law on Financing of 

Political Parties, Law on Associations and Foundations, decisions and instructions of the State 

Election Commission, Law on Housing, etc.); 

▪ Comparative analysis with the last (local) elections; 

▪ Meetings with SCPC to discuss, reflect and cooperate on the available data. 

2.1. Bidding procedure and location distribution 

 

Before the start of the election campaign for the local elections in 2021, on 16.09.2021, 

the SEC issued a Statement regarding Article 78-a (panels and billboards) paragraphs 5 and 6 of 

the Electoral Code.8 The announcement was of informative character and invites the legal entities 

that manage the billboards, to submit offers, by 20.09.2021 the latest, for billboards with locations 

and price lists to SEC, in accordance with the Instructions Manual for distribution of billboards, 

published on the website of SEC. 

                                                
7 Electoral Code, „Official Gazette of Republic of Macedonia“ no. 40/06, 136/08, 148/08, 155/08, 163/08, 44/11, 51/11, 
54/11, 142/12, 31/13, 34/13, 14/14, 30/14, 196/15, 35/16, 97/16, 99/16, 136/16, 142/16, 67/17, 125/17, 35/18, 99/18, 
140/18, 208/18, 27/19 and „Official Gazette of Republic of Macedonia“ no. 98/19, 42/20, 74/2021 and 215/2021  
8 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8ZpCwro9h-zN2JfYXBhVUpCT3M/view 

https://political-billboards.mk/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8ZpCwro9h-zN2JfYXBhVUpCT3M/view
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According to the SEC’s Instructions Manual9, based on implementation of Article 78-a from 

EC, bidders’ packages are distributed according to the criteria: 

✓ Package 1 - 40% of the locations are intended for the two largest political parties in power 

that won the most votes in the last parliamentary elections; 

✓ Package 2 - 40% of the locations are intended for the two largest opposition political 

parties that received the most votes in the last parliamentary elections; 

✓ Package 3 - 10% of the locations are available to the political parties that do not have 

parliamentary groups in the Assembly of RNM; 

✓ Package 4 - 10% of the locations are available to non-parliamentary parties and 

independent candidates in RNM. 

According to the Minutes10 from the draw for awarding locations for panels and billboards for 

political advertising, the following bidders submitted bids to the SEC. On the previous local 

elections in 2017, bids were submitted by total of 9 companies, as seen by the table below. These 

local elections in October 2021, the number of bidders has increased to 17, or there is an increase 

in the number of bidders by 89%.   

Table 1. Bidders in Local elections 2021 and 2017 

Bidders in Local elections 2021 Bidders in Local elections 2017 

1. LEAD COMMUNICATIONS DOOEL Skopje  

2. FOTOMAK BIG PRINT DOOEL Shtip 

3. OK MEDIA DOO Skopje 

4. IZI MEDIA DOOEL Veles 

5. ACG DESIGN 

6. TEHNOMAKS-R DOOEL Skopje 

7. NIKOLIS 2017 DOOEL Bitola 

8. RICHOTI DOOEL Struga 

9. REDIVIDER DOOEL Strumica 

10. MEDIA MARKETING LTD DOOEL 

11. FIKA LIMITED DOOEL Skopje 

12. 2C MEDIA DOOEL Skopje 

13. SCREEN MEDIA DOOEL Skopje 

14. AKCENT MEDIA DOOEL Skopje  

15. STREET NEWS DOOEL Kochani 

16. MY PLACE DO Ohrid 

17. BOOST DOOEL Skopje 

1. SCREEN MEDIA DOOEL Skopje 

2. AKCENT MEDIA DOOEL Skopje 

3. STEFANOVSKI MEDIA 

4. TEHNOMAKS-R DOOEL Skopje 

5. STREET NEWS DOOEL 

6. KALA PLAKAT DOOEL Skopje 

7. LEAD COMMUNICATIONS DOOEL Skopje 

8. IZI MEDIA DOOEL 

9. FOTOMAK BILBOARDS Shtip. 

 

 

                                                
9 SEC document, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVYIZD9O6ZPPtaV0W6OEUR2soiEypZVb/view  
10 SEC document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UFJPI09k1k78CI8BWCcJ7sGOEcqWNe0x/view  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVYIZD9O6ZPPtaV0W6OEUR2soiEypZVb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UFJPI09k1k78CI8BWCcJ7sGOEcqWNe0x/view
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Graph 1: Comparative overview of the number of bidders/legal entities for political advertising on 

billboards in the election cycles in the period 2016-2021 

 

 

The municipalities in the Republic of North Macedonia, the city of Skopje and the legal entities 

that manage the panels and billboards are obliged within 5 days from the day of announcing the 

elections to publicly announce the locations and rental prices of panels and billboards.11  

 

Several aspects are in question here: 

➢ The bids, i.e. the packages of billboard locations of each bidder have not been made publicly 

available through the website of the SEC. This is especially important and is a starting point 

from where to determine the locations, number of locations/percentage of slots and prices for 

using the billboards offered to the participants in the election campaign, which locations are 

offered, whether both sides of the billboards, side A and side B, which are and whether there 

are differences in prices by billboard, etc;  

➢ Some of the bidders1213 though, published the offered packages with locations and prices at 

their websites, but not all of them.  

IMPETUS has started with monitoring the location of billboards in 2020 and has come to the 

following conclusion (see Graph 2 below): There is a decrease in the number of locations used 

for paid political advertising in 2021, compared to the previous elections in 2020, but, on the other 

hand, the numbers of using other locations or other types of political advertisements, such as: 

residential buildings, multi-storey garages, hanging banners, etc., have increased.  

                                                
11 Article 78-a, para 3 
12 SCREEN MEDIA http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4049&lang=mk  
13 OK MEDIA https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf 

9 9 9
11

17

2016 2017 2019 2020 2021

Number of bidders

http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4049&lang=mk
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
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Graph 2: Number on used billboards/locations for paid political advertising for local elections 2021 by 

cities (Source: data obtained from the monitoring work) 

 

Table 2: Comparative overview of number of locations used in last two elections 

 

Municipality Local elections 2021 

(source: IMPETUS) 

Parliamentary Elections 202014 

(source: IMPETUS) 

Skopje 331 457 

Tetovo 42 34 

Kumanovo 36 24 

Ohrid 35 27 

Bitola 26 23 

Strumica 24 18 

Gostivar 19 17 

Shtip 17 20 

Prilep 16 16 

Gevgelija 15 7 

Veles 8 6 

Mavrovo-Rostushe 5 / 

Kochani 4 6 

Vinica 4 4 

Kavadarci 4 4 

Kichev 4 9 

Debar 3 2 

Negotino 3 4 

Dojran 3 5 

Valandovo 3 2 

Bogdanci 3  

Resen 2 2 

                                                
14 Source: Overview of number of billboards per city https://political-billboards.mk/  
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Radovish 2 2 

Sveti Nikole 1 1 

Kichevo 4 7 

Delchevo 1 5 

Berovo  2 

Kriva Palanka   1 

roads   52 

TOTAL 61515 757 

 

2.2. What is considered as a billboard and how much does it cost? 

 

The Electoral Code in Article 78-a uses the term "Panels and billboards", but there is no 

clear legal distinction or provision that defines what is a panel or billboard.16 Some of the 

advertising agencies have set descriptive definitions as they differ in shape, size, location and 

manufacturing:  

Billboards17 

Lighting:  Headlight and no lighting 

Format:  4.00 x 3.00 m and 5.04 x 2.38 m 

Poster:   Paper 

Billboards are panels, suitable for large-scale campaigns. 

Mega-lite18 

Lighting:  Backlight, illuminated by LED lamps 

Dimensions :  4.60 x 2.60 m, 8 x 3 m, 4m x 3m 

Poster:  PVC 

Big-board 19 

Lighting:  Front and rear lighting 

Format:  8 x 3 m, 10 x 4 m, 10 x 5 m, 12 x 3 m, 12 x 5 m, 14 x 4 m 

Poster:  Paper and PVC 

 

For the purposes of this report and for a better understanding, IMPETUS used the data given in 

the packages of the bidders for the local elections 2021 (acquired in cooperation with SCPC), so 

according to the given dimensions and names, determined what kind of advertising medium it 

                                                
15 The data are provided by the agency which conduct the monitoring 
16 For the various challenges regarding naming and definitions, see the Analysis of the Parliamentary Elections, 2020, 
available https://political-billboards.mk/analiza-politichko-reklamiranje-na-bilbordi-vo-severna-makedonija/  
17 http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4045&lang=mk  
18 http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4040&lang=mk  
19 http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4049&lang=mk  

https://political-billboards.mk/analiza-politichko-reklamiranje-na-bilbordi-vo-severna-makedonija/
http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4045&lang=mk
http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4040&lang=mk
http://screenmedia.mk/new/?page_id=4049&lang=mk
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was used. This helped the project team to define which dimensions can be found under certain 

names and what was the cost amount given in the bids for the local elections 2021: 

Table 3: Dimensions and prices 

Category Dimensions Price for renting in MKD denars, no 

tax included 

Price for printing 

and fitting, no tax 

included 

Billboard 

 

 

 

4 x3 m 17.000 MKD 3.000 MKD 

5m x 2.4 m / / 

6 x 4 m 

8 x 4m20 

24.500 MKD 

29.500 MKD 

6.500 MKD 

7.800 MKD 

Billboard on a bridge 5 x 2  

10 x 221 

12.000 MKD 

20.000 MKD 

6.000 MKD 

11.000 MKD 

Mega-light  2.40 x4 22 

4 x 3m 

27.500 MKD 4.960 MKD 

4.6 m x 2.6 m   

4.36 m x 2.37 m  from 350 -450 EUR 75 EUR  

4.40 X 2.40m  The price varies from 20.500 to 

29.500 MKD, depends on the location  

4.960 MKD23  

5.6 X 2.74m   

10x3 m 33.900 MKD 17.500 MKD 

Big-board  8m X 4m 

10 X 5m 

10X4 m 

 

 

39.500 MKD 

 

 

21.600 MKD 

Billboard - tarp 5 X 2.5    

Mega-board 14.8 m X 7.3 m    

Wall surface with 

dimensions of two 

tarpaulins 

4.05 X 27.60 m 

4 X 10m  

7.34x 14.40 

 

 

81.50024 MKD 

 

 

47.000 MKD 

 
From the data in the above table, as well as the monitoring data, IMPETUS has divided the 
findings in this analyses to three components:  

I Price 
II Location  
III Content 

                                                
20 https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf  
21 https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf  
22 Location ”Boulevard Kuzman Josifoski Pitu” under the new Railway Station towards the Aerodrom Municipality, 
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket3-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf  
23 LEAD Package 4 https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket4-Izbori2021-lid.pdf  
24 LEAD Package 1 https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-lid.pdf  

https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket3-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket4-Izbori2021-lid.pdf
https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-lid.pdf
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3. Findings  

3.1. PRICE  

 

The EC specifically says that “The price must not change during the election process and it 

must not be higher than the average rental price calculated in the last five election cycles.”25 

 

➢ As seen from Table 3, the most used dimension (the most common in the offers) is Mega-lite 

(4.40 X 2.40m).  

➢ In the offers of the bidders, published on their websites 26, there are two different names for 

the same dimension: both Mega-lite and Billboard have the same dimension (4 X 3m), but 

different price. The difference is in the manufacturing: whether made of PVC or paper.  

➢ The offered prices are the same for the same dimension and name (Mega-lite 4.40 X 2.40m)27 

with different bidders, (example: LEAD 28 and ОК Media29), with this it does not create 

market competitiveness for the participants in the election campaign, but the 

competitiveness is in the location.  

➢ There is a different price for the same dimension (4.40 X 2.40m) with the same name 

(Megalite) at the bidder, but the price varies and depends on where it is located and in which 

area the Megalite is placed. The price is higher if it is located in a more central city area, 

especially on the boulevards.  

➢ The same locations, with the same code, the same dimension and name, had different prices 

during the parliamentary elections in 202030 and a higher price in these local elections, i.e. 

this year. As an illustration - for the 2020 parliamentary elections, the location on the blvd. 

Theodosij Gologanov traffic lights in front of the former McDonald's (Vero Market) cost 27,810 

MKD and 4,330 MKD for printing and installation. For these local elections the same location 

costs 29,500 MKD and 4,960 MKD for printing and installation. This means that the location 

has become 6% more expensive for these elections and 14% more expensive for 

printing and installation (see photo 1 and photo 2 below).  

 

                                                
25 Article 78-a, para 3, Electoral Code, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view 
26 OK Media Package 1 https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf 
27 LEAD Package 3 https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket3-Izbori2021-lid.pdf  
28 LEAD Package 2 https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-lid.pdf  
29 OK Media Package 3 https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket3-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf  
30 Bidders reports on the official webpage of State Audit Office https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-
07/86_OkMedia_Partii.pdf 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket3-Izbori2021-lid.pdf
https://lead.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket2-Izbori2021-lid.pdf
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket3-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-07/86_OkMedia_Partii.pdf
https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-07/86_OkMedia_Partii.pdf
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Photo 1 31 

 

Photo 232 

3.2. LOCATION  

3.2.1. Billboards on private/residential buildings 

 

As in the previous 2020 parliamentary elections,33 there were political advertising 

billboards placed on private/residential buildings in the City of Skopje. Election posters can also 

be displayed on residential or other private buildings, with the prior consent of the building 

owner34, says Article 78 from the EC. Only this article is referring to residential buildings, since 

there is no other provision regulating this type of location. The municipalities in the RNM, the City 

of Skopje and the legal entities that manage the panels and billboards are obliged within 5 days 

from the day of announcing the elections, to make the locations publicly available35.  

                                                
31 Source: webpage ОК Media package 1, https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-
okmedia.pdf 
32 Source: webpage SAO - https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-07/86_OkMedia_Partii.pdf 
33 https://political-billboards.mk/analiza-politichko-reklamiranje-na-bilbordi-vo-severna-makedonija/  
34 Article 78, para 7, Electoral Code, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view 
35 Article 78-a, para 3, Electoral Code, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view 

https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-07/86_OkMedia_Partii.pdf
https://political-billboards.mk/analiza-politichko-reklamiranje-na-bilbordi-vo-severna-makedonija/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view
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Source: IMPETUS (left to right, horizontal): Billboard – surface on the wall 

1 Residential building on the main square,  

2 Residential building between Mavrovka shopping center and Skenderbeg square,  

3 Residential building near Record  

  

4 Residential building near Parliament,  

5 Residential building in Kisela Voda, Skopje  

6 Residential and office building at main square Prilep.  

 

Note: with regard to the billboard in Picture no. 1, Impetus found that it is owned by Screen Media 

and is registered as a billboard for the 2020 parliamentary elections costing 401.811,00 MKD 

(VAT included)36. Yet, it is not registered as a location site in the Program for installation of urban 

                                                
36 Screen Media, Report to the State Audit Office regarding sites allocated to election campaign participants for the 
early parliamentary elections in 2020, 21.07.2020, https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-
07/19_Skrin_Media_Partii.pdf 

https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-07/19_Skrin_Media_Partii.pdf
https://dzr.mk/sites/default/files/partii/2020-07/19_Skrin_Media_Partii.pdf
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equipment – advertising panels in the City of Skopje area over the period 2012-2027.37 But as a 

location is offered on the website of the marketing agency, assuming there is a lease contract 

with the marketing agency. In any case, according to this Program, placement of billboards, other 

than city-light-posters and LCD panels, is not envisaged at all for Zone 1 (central area in Skopje 

main square), i.e. the city center zone, where it has greatest frequency of people.38 

 

Several aspects are questionable here:  

➢ There was no information publicly available on locations for billboards for election purposes 

on websites of the municipalities, City of Skopje and legal entities, as prescribed in Article 78-

1, para 3 from EC.  

➢ Apart from posters, there is no regulation on setting billboards on residential buildings. 

➢ The location for billboards placed on private residential buildings should be registered in some 

official document, such as the “Program for installation of urban equipment - billboards on the 

territory of the City of Skopje for the period 2012-2027”39.   

➢ Is the location on the residential building leased to the political party directly or is it a donation?  

➢ If the location is not registered and if it is leased directly to the political party, then there is no 

way to be calculated within the percentage of billboards and the percentage of representation 

defined in Article 78-a, para 4 from the EC. In that case, it increases the percentage of 

representation of one candidate/party/coalition (para 4) and the percentage of maximum 

number of billboards to be used for political advertising during elections (para 2). 

                                                
37 E-Official Gazette of City of Skopje, no. 9 from 2012, 17.07.2012, http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-
skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c125
7a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4 
38 On the territory of the City of Skopje, on the public areas for the maintenance of which the City of Skopje is 
responsible, 4 (four) zones are determined, within which the locations are defined and the advertising panels are placed, 
as follows: 
ZONE I: covers the Small Ring in the following borders: Blvd. Goce Delchev, st. Filip Vtori Makedonski, Blvd. 11 
October, st. Dame Gruev, Blvd. VMRO, st. Macedonia, st. Dimitrie Cupovski and Kay 13 November; 
 
ZONE II: covers the Great Ring in the following borders: Blvd. Kliment Ohridski, Blvd. Partisan Squads, Blvd. Ilinden, 
Blvd. Goce Delchev, Blvd. Kocho Racin, st. St. Cyril and Methodius, to the intersection with Blvd. St. Clement of Ohrid; 
 
ZONE III: covers the move from the entrance of Skopje on Blvd. Aleksandar Makedonski, Blvd. Nikola Karev, Blvd. 
Partisan Squads, Blvd. Ilinden, Blvd. Goce Delchev, Blvd. Serbia, st. Boris Trajkovski, st. 3. Macedonian Kosovo 
Brigade, st. Skupi, Blvd. September 8, st. Cvetan Dimov, Blvd. Krste Misirkov, Blvd. Macedonian Kosovo Brigade, Blvd. 
Hristijan Todorovski Karpos, st. Kuzman Josifovski Pitu, Blvd. Slovenia, Blvd. Jane Sandanski, st. Metropolitan 
Theodosius Gologanov, st. Spring, Blvd. Macedonia, Blvd. Bosnia and Herzegovina, and 
 
ZONE IV: covers: st. John F. Kennedy, st. Belasica, st. Ilindenska, st. Moskovska, st. Nikola Parapunov, st. Gjorce 
Petrov, st. Duke Vasil Chakalarov. 
39 Official Gazette of RNM, no. 9/2012, 17.07.2012, http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-
skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c125
7a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4 

http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
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➢ There is no legal obligation for the residential entity to submit financial report to SEC, SCPC 

and SAO if they rented the space to the political party directly, or if it is a donation. There is 

no regulation or obligation even if a residential building is private (only one owner), or private 

company building (shareholders).   

➢ The Law on Housing contains no provisions describing/offering location/space on the exterior 

walls of residential buildings (to legal entities for advertising purposes) for political 

campaigning.  

➢ The manner of obtaining the consent of the owner(s) is not further regulated, especially in the 

case of a residential building renting directly to party/candidate (whether the permit should be 

given by the building council/association of owners, whether there should be a consensus of 

all tenants or the building manager, whether there is a compensation, how it was decided to 

which political party/candidate to rent/donate the location, was there a selection/bid 

procedure, how the price is set up, etc.). 

3.2.2. Billboards on state owned buildings  

 

During these local elections, there were cases in which huge billboards were placed on 

buildings owned by public enterprises, such as the multi-storey garage at the “Court Palace” and 

the multi-storey garage “Ilinden” in Aerodrom municipality, at TC Biser. Such ads are mega-

boards40, which are placed either on a building or above it. The multi-storey garage Court Palace 

is the first multi-storey garage owned by the Municipality of Centar, i.e. the PE “Parking of the 

Municipality of Centar – POC”41. 

The PE "Parking of the Municipality of Centar – POC" refers to the Statute adopted in 

2015, according to which they claimed that they have the right to lease their property. As stated 

in their explanation, this is due to the decision to give consent for conducting a procedure for 

leasing advertising space on the facade of the "Court Palace" and the decision to give consent 

for the placement of advertising facilities. Both adopted in 2019. According to their decisions, the 

advertising space located on the facade of the multi-storey garage "Court Palace" in a transparent 

procedure, through a public call, has been leased for a period of 15 years to the economic 

operator Services Company "FIKA LIMITED DOOEL Skopje" with a contract for lease of 

advertising space from 25.06.2020. "The tenant regularly pays rent and the responsibility for the 

                                                
40 Mega board type http://www.akzentmedia.com.mk/megaboard.html  
41 https://poc.mk  

http://www.akzentmedia.com.mk/megaboard.html
https://poc.mk/
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content of the billboards falls solely on the tenant, while the lessor, the Public Enterprise, is not 

liable in any way," reads the response of the public enterprise POC.42 

 

Picture no. 7: Courthouse multi-storey garage. Source: Impetus 

 

Picture no. 8: Multi-storey garage Ilinden, Aerodrom. Source: Impetus 

 

There are several questionable aspects here: 

➢ There are no specific legal provisions in EC for defining whether public enterprises’ 

location/buildings/public property may be part of the political advertising during elections.  

➢ This is a state owned property and therefore the location should not be part of the political 

advertisement during elections. The question is whether this increases the visibility and 

representation to the party/candidate on power, since the property was under direct 

management by the current Mayor who was also a candidate in the elections?! 

 

                                                
42 Journalistic analyses https://political-billboards.mk/nedefiniranite-pravila-za-izborno-reklamiranje-kako-siva-zona-vo-
politichkiot-marketing/  

https://political-billboards.mk/nedefiniranite-pravila-za-izborno-reklamiranje-kako-siva-zona-vo-politichkiot-marketing/
https://political-billboards.mk/nedefiniranite-pravila-za-izborno-reklamiranje-kako-siva-zona-vo-politichkiot-marketing/
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3.2.3. Hanging banners  

 

Other ways of advertising in public space were noticed during the election period, such as 

banners hanging over streets or crossroads, placed high above busy intersections throughout the 

municipalities. Last year, the media wrote about this43 whereas they found that such ways of 

advertising are the responsibility of the local authorities, so if someone puts up a panel or billboard 

in a particular location, they must get a permission from the local authorities.  

The Municipality of Tetovo confirmed that political advertising is not allowed at all on the 

indicated locations, nor is permission given for placing these hanging advertisements.44 Their 

statement from 2020 read: “As for the illegally placed advertising materials, it is true that it is not 

allowed to place advertising materials in those places. A report has been prepared and the cases 

have been reported to the competent institutions and their further procedure is awaited”. Yet, so 

far, there isn’t any resolution on this situation, and it is reiterating it again for this local elections.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
43 Atanasoska-Manasieva, M., With banners some political parties bypassed the rules for political marketing, 
29.07.2020, https://pina.mk/3886-so-visechki-reklami-del-od-partiite-gi-izvisija-pravilata-za-politichki-marketing/ 
44 Journalistic article - https://political-billboards.mk/so-visechki-reklami-del-od-partiite-gi-izvisija-pravilata-za-
politichki-marketing/  

https://pina.mk/3886-so-visechki-reklami-del-od-partiite-gi-izvisija-pravilata-za-politichki-marketing/
https://pina.mk/3886-so-visechki-reklami-del-od-partiite-gi-izvisija-pravilata-za-politichki-marketing/
https://political-billboards.mk/so-visechki-reklami-del-od-partiite-gi-izvisija-pravilata-za-politichki-marketing/
https://political-billboards.mk/so-visechki-reklami-del-od-partiite-gi-izvisija-pravilata-za-politichki-marketing/
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Pictures: 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 hanging banners in several municipalities in Skopje. Source: Impetus 

 

The banners are not the main subject of this analysis, but are still noted in several places from 

the initial field observation by the project team. IMPETUS assumes that there are more locations 

with banners than the information in the attached table, yet, this is an initial finding.  

 

Table 3. Banners. Source: IMPETUS 

CITY  PARTY/COALITION/MOVEMENT BANNER 

Bogdanci Group of voters – Boris Vanchev  

Banner Marshal Tito street, towards Center, after Mlaz 

Bogdanci 

Bogdanci Coalition “The Best for my Municipality” led by SDSM  

Banner Marshal Tito Street, towards Center, close to KUM 

Market 

Bogdanci Coalition “The Best for my Municipality” led by SDSM  Banner Marshal Tito Street, opposite to Printing House Sofija 

Skopje Coalition “The Best for my Municipality” led by SDSM  Banner on the pedestrian bridge 
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Skopje Movement BESA  Banner on the street 

Skopje 

VMRO-DPMNE and the COALITION 

“RECONSTRUCTION OF MACEDONIA” Banner on the street 

Skopje Coalition “The Best for my Municipality” led by SDSM Banner on the bridge on Blvd. Srbija towards Cementara  

Skopje Movement BESA  

Banner over the street Krste Petkov Misirkov, on the 

pedestrian crosswalk   

Skopje Movement BESA  Banner on the bridge in Saraj towards Shishevo  

Skopje Movement BESA  Banner on the bridge in Saraj towards Gjorche  

Gevgelija 

VMRO-DPMNE and the COALITION 

“RECONSTRUCTION OF MACEDONIA” 

Banner Slobodan Mitrov Street, in fron of Mozzart betting 

house 

Gevgelija Coalition “The Best for my Municipality” led by SDSM Banner 7mi Noemvri Street in front of Pizza Restaurant Uno 

Gevgelija Coalition “The Best for my Municipality” led by SDSM 

Banner Boulevard Gevgelija, towards the exit of the town, 

after the Insurance Office 

Gevgelija 

VMRO-DPMNE and the COALITION 

“RECONSTRUCTION OF MACEDONIA” Banner Boulevard Gevgelija on the entrance of the town 

 

Several aspects are questionable here: 

➢ No information about the marketing agency who printed out hanging banners and how much 

it costs.  

➢ This type of advertising is not regulated at all in the EC, nor are there any provisions that 

prohibits it. Even after the end of the voting in the first round, when in some municipalities a 

mayor and councilors were elected, such hanging banners were still displayed at the marked 

locations. 

➢ No mechanism to monitor if there is no regulation of this type of advertisement.   

➢ No institution claims to be responsible to issue approval or even to perform dislocation of the 

banners, if necessary.  

➢ How much this increases the representation of a political party/candidate/coalition?! 

3.2.4. Unregulated location for posters  

 

As in previous election cycles, although perhaps not too prominently this time, election 

posters were seen during the time of election campaign in high-traffic areas, especially town 

centers, on public infrastructure, pillars, construction sites, near the religious buildings etc.  

The municipalities and the City of Skopje are obliged to announce the conditions for 

obtaining the right to use the places for displaying election posters, no later than 50 days before 

the election day, and they are obliged to provide equal conditions for all organizers of the election 

campaign when displaying posters at the determined places. 
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Picture no. 13 and 14 Posters on construction site around a church on Makedonija street. Source: Impetus 

 

Several aspects are questionable here: 

➢ Such information from the municipalities on the right to use places for displaying election 

posters were not identified during the local elections.45  

➢ Nor the type of locations are defined and prescribed in the EC.  

➢ No institution keeps records of how many posters are there and on which locations there is 

this type of advertising. No institution issues approval or is competent to issue a sanction due 

to inappropriate location for election posters and political advertisements, since there is no 

regulation to prohibit/sanction it. 

➢ There are no provisions in EC that prohibit to place posters on such locations. Even after the 

end of the voting in the first round, when in some municipalities a mayor and councilors were 

elected in the council, such posters were still displayed at the marked locations. 

3.2.5. Billboards on the Railway bridge 

 

There are some advertising panels found on the railway bridge (over Blvd. Treta 

Makedonska Brigada), as well as the overpass bridge near Bit Pazar (over Blvd. Krste Misirkov 

boulevard). No billing information was found for the billboards placed on the railway bridge.   

Upon the data provided by SEC, received on a request, about locations available for use 

by marketing agencies and placement of billboards in the City of Skopje, this type of 

advertisements have not been reported by the four advertising companies. They are required to 

set up billboards only on public areas under the jurisdiction of the City of Skopje. In view of the 

fact that the railway station in Skopje is owned by the public utility company “Macedonian 

Railways”, there is a possibility that the advertising services are done by this public utility 

company.  

                                                
45 Checked web sites of municipalities  
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At the second identified site near the overpass at Bit Pazar over the Blvd. Krste Misirkov 

(Picture no. 24), the legal person Accent Media company is managing advertising billboards 

displaying candidate content. According to the data about billboard sites provided by the City of 

Skopje, Accent Media has not reported this type of advertising facilities. 

 

Picture 23:  Billboards on the Skopje Railway Station Bridge. Source: Impetus 

 

Picture no 24: Billboards on the overpass near Bit Pazar, owned by Accent Media. Source: Impetus 

 

Several aspects are in question here: 

➢ There are no specific legal provisions in EC for defining whether public enterprises’ 

location/buildings/public property may be part of the political advertising during elections.  

➢ This is a state owned property and therefore the location should not be part of the political 

advertisement during elections. 

3.2.6. Taking out greenery on billboard location 

 

The situation was published on the social networks, that in the municipality of Kisela Voda 

the greenery (trees) was removed in order to have greater visibility of the billboards on “11 

Oktomvri” street (pictures no. 25 and 26). There is a billboard that is advertising the candidate for 
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mayor of Kisela Voda, Filip Temelkovski, who was at the time the current mayor of Kisela Voda. 

Immediately after that, the Green Human City movement, which supports the candidate Ana 

Petrovska for mayor of Skopje, and Dragana Velkovska for the list of councilors for the City of 

Skopje, planted a tree on the same place.46  

A competent body for raising and maintaining greenery for public use are the units of local 

self-government, the units of local self-government in the city of Skopje and the city of Skopje47.  

  

Pictures no. 25/26: Before & After removal of greenery. Source: Twitter 

Aspect in question here: 

➢ The current Mayor issued an authorization to cut off greenery to increase the visibility of a 

billboard, at the same time being the Mayor and the candidate on the billboard in question - 

presumption of conflict of interest whilst issuing the approval to cut of greenery.  

3.2.7. Billboards without clearly marked political representation - questionable % of 

allocated locations by draw  

 

In EC, the participant in the election/advertising client ordering the political advertising 

should be clearly marked, as prescribed in Article 76: 

1. paid political advertising must be appropriately and visibly labeled as "paid political 

advertising" and clearly separated from other media content; 

2. in all forms of paid political advertising the advertising client must be clearly 

marked.  

Political parties/candidates have the right to lease political advertising on billboards in a 

transparent and non-discriminatory manner in accordance with the established criteria48.  Danela 

Arsovska, as an independent candidate can use only 10% of designated billboards’ packages 

                                                
46 https://nezavisen.mk/zelen-human-grad-zasadi-drvo-na-mestoto-na-isechenoto-shto-go-krieshe-bilbordot-na-
temelkovski/  
47 Law on greenery, article 7, Official Gazette No 71, from 11.04.2016 
http://www.slvesnik.com.mk/Issues/0c92f430f0684eb2ae260a556618d3ea.pdf  
48 Article 78-a, para 4 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view  

https://nezavisen.mk/zelen-human-grad-zasadi-drvo-na-mestoto-na-isechenoto-shto-go-krieshe-bilbordot-na-temelkovski/
https://nezavisen.mk/zelen-human-grad-zasadi-drvo-na-mestoto-na-isechenoto-shto-go-krieshe-bilbordot-na-temelkovski/
http://www.slvesnik.com.mk/Issues/0c92f430f0684eb2ae260a556618d3ea.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view
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with locations form the draw lots, or lease additional from the unused locations. However, the 

content on billboards did not mark the political representation as an independent candidate for 

Mayor of the City of Skopje, Danela Arsovska. Therefore, the advertising client could not be 

established as in all other billboards for different election participants.  

 

Picture 28: Advertising billboard for an independent candidate for Mayor of the City of Skopje. Source: Impetus 

 

SCPC has received a complaint against Danela Arsovska for abusing the EC in media 

representation. However, the SCPC rejected the compliant for not having enough legal grounds 

and no clear provisions in EC.49 IMPETUS, through its monitoring process50 has calculated the 

number of billboards used by the two candidates for Mayors for City of Skopje who passed in the 

second election round:  

Party/candidate No of billboards   No of billboards 

SDSM and coalition that 

supported Petar Shilegov  

258 VMRO and coalition 207 

Petar Shilegov  59 Danela Arsovska  60 

Total  217  267 

 

Several aspects are questionable here:  

➢ No sanctions prescribed in the law if there is no clear indication of political representation on 

billboards advertisement. This, does not provide transparency by the advertising client and 

lease of the location;  

➢ There is no clarity whether the draw process made in SEC was done properly and has 

calculated separately the percentage and the packages (as independent candidate or 

jointly/supported by a political party). It is still not clear whether the number of locations for 

billboards are within the 40% of the political party who supported the independent candidate 

                                                
49 SCPC complaint No 12-3709/12 from 10.10.2021 https://dksk.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-3709-12-1.pdf  
50 https://political-billboards.mk/  

https://dksk.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-3709-12-1.pdf
https://political-billboards.mk/
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mentioned above or the candidate is using those 10% prescribed for the independent 

candidates, as described per EC?!  

➢ There is no available information whether some candidate used additional unused locations 

as EC gives this possibility.  

3.2.8. Side A/B/O on billboards’ location? 

 

Billboards have two sides that can be used for advertising side A and side B. There is also 

type O, and usually this is a billboard (mega-lite) on a crossroad. When placed near the roads, 

quite often one side is more visible to citizens than the other. Somewhere side B (less visible) is 

cheaper51, so location does influence the price. During the election campaign, billboards with 

election content were seen mostly using one side for political advertising, either side A or side B. 

At some of the billboards it was noticed that content was placed opposite the lane of movement 

of vehicles, as in pictures no. 29 and 30. We assume this is the side B.  

  

Pictures 29 and 30: Facing opposite of view of vehicles on the motor vehicle lane. Source: Impetus 

 

The draw in SEC is made on billboards with locations, physical addresses on billboards, 

not sides (A or B). Yet, the bids from the marketing agencies already have the specification of the 

location and whether its side A, side B or type O.  

Side A and side B are considered as separate billboards, although on one location. This 

clearly indicates two different payments should be done, if both side A and side B are leased.  

IMPETUS, through its monitoring process, has calculated the percentage of used side A and side 

B of the billboards per party/coalition or candidate:  

 

 

                                                
51 OK Media package 1 for local elections 2021, https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-
okmedia.pdf  

https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
https://okmedia.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Paket1-Izbori2021-okmedia.pdf
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Table 4: Information about Content of side A and side B, Source: IMPETUS monitoring 

PARTY/COALITION/MOVEMENT 
No. of panels 

(A side) 

No. of panels 

(B side) 

TOTAL 

SIDES 

% from 

TOTAL SIDES 

% A SIDES 

(per party) 

% B SIDES  

(per party) 

Coalition “The Best for my Municipality” 

led by SDSM 
150 109 259 36% 58% 42% 

VMRO-DPMNE and the Coalition 

“Reconstruction of Macedonia” 
133 75 208 29% 64% 36% 

Democratic Union for Integration - DUI 34 31 65 9% 52% 48% 

Group of Voters – Danela Arsovska 33 27 60 8% 55% 45% 

LEVICA 17 11 28 4% 61% 39% 

Movement “Determined for Change” – LDP 

and DOM 
21 4 25 3% 84% 16% 

Alliance for Albanians and Alternativa 10 11 21 3% 48% 52% 

Citizens Option for Macedonia - GROM 7 9 16 2% 44% 56% 

Movement BESA 7 8 15 2% 47% 53% 

Group of Voters Maksim Dimitrievski – 

Group of Voters Ivana Gjorgjievska 
6 8 14 2% 43% 57% 

Permanent Macedonian Radical Unification 

- TMRO 
3 8 11 2% 27% 73% 

Unique Macedonia  6 3 9 1% 67% 33% 

Democratic Party of Albanians DPA 5 2 7 1.0% 71% 29% 

Party of United Democrats PODEM 1 1 2 0% 50% 50% 

Group of Voters Fatmir Limani –  

Group of Voters Agim Sadiku 
1 1 2 0% 50% 50% 

Democratic Party of Turks in Macedonia 

DPTM 
0 1 1 0% 0% 100% 

Group of Voters Maksim Dimitrievski 0 1 1 0.1% 0% 100% 

TOTAL 421 301 722 100% 58% 42% 

Out of a total of 596 locations monitored: 286 (47.99%) are locations with lease only on 

side A, 162 (27.18%) are locations with lease only on side B, and 148 (24.83%) are locations with 

lease on both sides.52 Some of the parties/candidates (GROM, Alternativa, TMRO, BESA, 

Maksim Dimitrijevski) have used more side B than side A of the billboard.  

 

Several aspects are questionable here:  

➢ The EC does not provide clear provision on this situation. EC specifies the percentage of 

billboards to be used, not locations, not sides.  

                                                
52 Source: IMPETUS monitoring  
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➢ When there is side A and side B of one billboard location it calculates two (different) billboard 

contents. Marketing agencies are offering both options as two billboards on one location.  

➢ It is unclear whether this affects the % of allocated locations/slots as per the criteria (para 4). 

3.2.9. Bus stops as a political advertisements’ location  

 

During these elections a situation of political advertising at a bus stop was ascertained. 

Photos no. 30 and 31 show bus stops with advertising materials - posters of the two candidates 

for mayor of Skopje who competed in the second round. The company “Marathon” manages the 

advertising of the bus stops and the buses of Public Transport Company JSP SKOPJE53. This 

company is not enlisted in the list of bidders for the local election 2021 at SEC (see page 7).   

  

Picture no. 31: Political advertising at a bus stop in front of the sports hall in Avtokomanda. Source: Impetus 

   

Picture no. 32: Political advertising at a bus stop in front of the National Bank of RNM. Source: Impetus 

 

 

                                                
53  Marathon is a marketing agency founded in 1993 and since 2005 it is the only concessionaire for organizing 
advertising of the buses of JSP SKOPJE – Skopje, https://www.maraton.com.mk  

https://www.maraton.com.mk/
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Several aspects are questionable here: 

➢ The company that manages this location and political advertisement did not submit a bid to 

SEC with locations for paid political advertising, according to the minutes of the draw in the 

SEC. This, again, makes this location questionable.  

➢ Also, it is uncertain how this increases the defined % of the locations in EC54, as it is not 

registered and calculated by the draw in SEC. 

➢ Bus stops are managed by the City of Skopje and are not defined as a location within the 

Program for installation of urban equipment - billboards on the territory of the City of Skopje 

for the period 2012-202755. 

3.2.10. Café shops, restaurants, private utilities used for political advertisements  

 

As with any election, political parties open temporary election headquarters before the 

election campaign, lining their exterior walls or windows with posters of their candidates and 

voting numbers. The facilities in the center of the city are more attractive, as there are more 

pedestrians and frequency of people. For example, as shown in the temporary election 

headquarters for the local elections located in the center of Skopje, at street “Makedonija”, in the 

premises of a café shop/restaurant.  

   

                                                
54  The maximum number of billboards and billboards that can be used for political advertising is 50% of the total number 
of the territory of certain municipality, the city of Skopje, i.e. on the territory on which a certain legal entity manages 
them. – Article 78-1, para 2, EC 
55 E-newsletter of the City of Skopje, no 9 from 2012, http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-
skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c125
7a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4  

http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
http://ipserver1.skopje.gov.mk/e-skopje/sluzben%20glasnik%20so%20konverzija.nsf/82aa49069edfbbb780256a22004ba9e0/d96d2249330e6ca4c1257a47002fa5e2?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4
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Pictures no. 33, 34, 35 and 36: Premises used as temporary headquarters. Source: Impetus 

 

Several aspects are questionable here:  

➢ Given that this coffee restaurant pays a certain amount for renting a room, there is a dilemma 

whether renting the space for the purpose of temporary election headquarters and 

undoubtedly placing advertising material on the location will be paid by the party that rents it 

or is a kind of donation by the owner of the leased space?  

➢ There is no provision in the EC if a private facility sets up a billboard location on a private 

property, in front of the temporary election headquarters, as given in the photos. This 

undoubtedly raises the question of the % of allocation of billboard location.  

➢ What would be the reporting mechanism for payment for such billboard location 

advertisement?  
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3.3. CONTENT   

3.3.1. Irrelevant content on billboard or additional lease? 

 

The EC states that if a political party, coalition or independent candidate does not use the total 

percentage to rent panels and billboards or locations, other political parties and independent 

candidates have the right to lease them.56 At one location in the Municipality of Center, it was 

noticed a billboard with content of a candidate for mayor of another municipality. This content is 

irrelevant here because this candidate is not voted in this municipality. The owner of this billboard 

is the legal entity OK Media. It may be a “mistake” done by the marketing agency/bidder, however, 

or it may be the situation when the candidate may lease other locations, as the EC provides this 

possibility.  

The article 13 from the “Instructions Manual for distributing billboards and billboards by draw”, 

a document from SEC,57 mentions additional procedure to be set up for distribution of unused 

advertising panels, billboards or locations. However, no further details are given.  

 

Picture no. 27. Content of a candidate for Mayor of the Municipality of Aerodrom placed on a billboard in 

the Municipality of Center. Source: Impetus 

 

SCPC had a complaint for such an issue, whereas it was claimed that one independent 

candidate has leased more billboards than the percentage provided by the EC and the draw lots. 

Article 78-a paragraph 4 stipulates the percentage of billboards that are initially available to the 

participants in the elections, but does not prohibit if one of the participants does not exercise his 

right to lease, and if they are rented by another participant in the elections. So, the candidate for 

                                                
56 Article 78-1, para 7 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view  
57 SEC document https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVYIZD9O6ZPPtaV0W6OEUR2soiEypZVb/view  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sa9L6emhxwI2VaV_8d7oK3hJ6r1usnuY/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVYIZD9O6ZPPtaV0W6OEUR2soiEypZVb/view
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mayor of Kumanovo, rented the initially offered locations, but also the additionally offered by the 

marketing agencies, ie part of the unused locations. 

The SCPC has established58 that in accordance with the Program for placement of urban 

equipment (advertising) in the area of the city of Kumanovo, and in accordance with the published 

announcement for allocation of locations for placement of billboards from the municipality, a total 

of 44 locations are defined, plus 3 locations for the needs of the municipality. Pursuant to Article 

78-a paragraph 2 of the EC, the maximum number of billboards that can be used for political 

advertising is 50% of the total number in the territory of a certain municipality. From the information 

obtained from the SEC, based on draw lots and based on the criteria of Article 78-a paragraph 4, 

only 3 billboards were awarded to non-parliamentary parties and independent candidates. The 

SCPC rejected the complaint against the independent candidate that he used more locations than 

allowed, explaining that there were no additional criteria for allocating the remaining locations and 

no legal grounds for it.  

IMPETUS monitoring59 showed that the independent candidate for Mayor in Kumanovo, 

Maksim Dimitrievski, has leased 14 billboards on the territory of Kumanovo, meaning additional 

11, out of prescribed only 3, or increase in 366% in visibility. The candidate has leased these 

based on mutual and direct arrangements with the marketing agencies that have the locations.60  

 

Aspects in question here: 

➢ There is no mechanism in the EC to further monitor the transitions of locations between parties 

or candidates and how this affects the percentage of distribution of slots. There is no history 

that this additional procedure, as mentioned in the article 13 of SEC’s Instructions Manual, for 

unused billboard locations ever happened. There are no criteria for additional distribution of 

unused locations, nor liability to report if this happens.  

➢ SEC has no competence/liability of establishing the maximum number of locations one 

candidate/party may lease. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
58 SCPC Decision No 12-3713/9 from 10.10.2021 https://dksk.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-3713-9.pdf  
59 IMPETUS online data https://political-billboards.mk/  
60 SCPC Decision No 12-3713/9 from 10.10.2021 https://dksk.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-3713-9.pdf  

https://dksk.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-3713-9.pdf
https://political-billboards.mk/
https://dksk.mk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021-3713-9.pdf
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3.3.2. Black campaign content  

 

Every participant in the election campaign is responsible for its content media presentation. 

Some of the participants used billboards to display content disparaging political opponents and 

pandering to voters, despite the Code for Fair and Democratic Elections being signed61.  

 

Picture no. 9: Billboard on Blvd. “Ilinden” near the Lotus fountain. Source: Impetus 

 

Picture no. 10: Mega lite on the street “Filip II” across the “Holiday Inn” hotel. Source: Impetus 

                                                
61 https://mk.voanews.com/a/6242635.html  

https://mk.voanews.com/a/6242635.html
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Picture 11 – Mega-lite, location opposite the Government, source IMPETUS  

 

Aspects in question here:  

➢ On such billboards, like those in Pictures no. 9 and 10, it is not clearly stated who has paid for 

such content. It may be presumed, though.  

➢ It is also unknown if these billboards/locations had been rented as part of the percentage of 

allocation of billboards designated for political advertising during the election campaign 

(Article 78-1, para 4) or are additionally rented.  

➢ The dilemma remains whether any institution is competent to react at black campaign contents 

on billboards by the participants in the election campaign. These aspects are not regulated in 

the election legislation.  

3.3.3. Damaged content on billboards  

 

During the election campaign in the second round of the elections, in Skopje area, 

damaged election billboards’ content was noticed with additional content placed afterwards, as a 

consequence of the intensification of the black campaign towards the independent candidate 

supported by VMRO-DPMNE, Danela Arsovska. Thus, instead of "For modern Skopje" one could 

read "Mayor of Petrich" (picture no. 12). 
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Picture 12 Billboard Blvd. Ilinden, fountain Lotos, Source: SITEL TV62 

 

The demolition of billboards was also observed during these elections. For example, in Prilep, on 

the voting day in the first round, on the billboards in the central city area, the content was covered 

so as not to recognize the original one (data of the candidates, voting sequences, election 

moto/messages, etc.). This is not a rare occurrence in Prilep - in the last elections there were 

cases of demolition of billboards as well63.  

 

Picture no. 37: Destroyed billboard on the roundabout at the court in Prilep on the voting day in the first 

round. Source: Impetus 

Several aspects in question here:  

➢ Тhere is no institution that acted upon issuing a sanction on done damage to content and to 

the billboard, too. Some of the billboard’s physical stands are a property of the marketing 

agency (when on lease), but sometimes is the property of the municipality. Demolition of public 

property is sanctioned by the Criminal Code, especially if damage to residential and 

commercial buildings and premises or external installation is in question.  

                                                
62 https://sitel.com.mk/analiza-koj-dobiva-koj-gubi-od-crnata-kampanja  
63 Markukule: Video: Billboard of VMRO-DPMNE in Skopje was burned and two others were demolished in Prilep, 
04.03.2020, https://markukule.mk/видео-запален-билборд-на-вмро-дпмне-во-ск/  

https://sitel.com.mk/analiza-koj-dobiva-koj-gubi-od-crnata-kampanja
https://markukule.mk/%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%BE-%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BF%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BD-%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4-%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D0%B2%D0%BC%D1%80%D0%BE-%D0%B4%D0%BF%D0%BC%D0%BD%D0%B5-%D0%B2%D0%BE-%D1%81%D0%BA/
https://markukule.mk/%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%BE-%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BF%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BD-%D0%B1%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%B1%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B4-%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D0%B2%D0%BC%D1%80%D0%BE-%D0%B4%D0%BF%D0%BC%D0%BD%D0%B5-%D0%B2%D0%BE-%D1%81%D0%BA/
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➢ There is no regulation on who is responsible to clean/remove the damaged content.  

➢ If the political party/candidate decides to replace the content with new, it should be reflected 

with the financial reports as duplicate. There is no legal provision if doing so.  

3.3.4. Video content on billboard  

 

There are few big installation as billboard stands, mainly on the main squares in several 

cities (Skopje, Ohrid, Bitola, etc.). These locations were not the subject of this analyses, since 

there was a video content aired, jointly with commercial ads. This should be reflected and 

reviewed as media representation content of a political party/coalition/candidate, yet, there is no 

regulation on posting video material on billboards.  

Also, it is unclear whether these video billboards were part of the percentage distribution 

packages in the draw.  

3.3.5. Digital billboards on taxi vehicles 

 

 During the election campaign, in October, IMPETUS noticed a commercial advertisement 

for digital advertising on taxi vehicles, namely on the roofs of taxis through digital billboards, being 

able to broadcast videos or various photo galleries. It says that these are digital billboards with 

length of 100 cm.64 Such type of content and “location” enable greater interaction and visibility in 

the outdoor advertising. This analyses did not cover monitoring of such digital billboards on taxi 

vehicles, yet, this is only indication of potential usage for further political advertisements.  

 These “locations” and “content” are not regulated in the EC. It is unclear how this shall 

affect the visibility and/if the distribution packages in the draw, if used in political advertising during 

elections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
64 Commercial advertisement https://vapads.com/  

https://vapads.com/
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4. Conclusions  

 

As seen from the findings of this analyses the current legal framework does not provide clear 

definitions and provisions for all sorts of situations found on the ground.  

Billboards differ in size, dimension, manufacturing, lighting, and in the newest form it can be 

digital and broadcast video material or photo gallery. The prices vary from one type to another, 

depending on the location where the billboard is. Given how technology is rapidly affecting all 

sectors, the lack of definitions of the types of advertisements and locations that can be used 

in the election campaign for political advertising can lead to the circumvention of the rules of 

election legislation.  

In addition to billboards on walls/bridges, other forms of public space and type of advertising 

were observed during the election period, such as hanging banners placed high above busy 

intersections, which are not regulated and controlled by any institution.  

Posters were posted in places such as: public infrastructure facilities, pillars, construction 

sites, fences, religious objects, private residential buildings, bust stops, coffee shops, buildings 

owned by public enterprises and/or municipalities, etc. The provisions of the Electoral Code are 

not precise when it comes to which location political advertisements on billboards can be 

posted/located. There are no prohibited locations.  

Municipalities, the City of Skopje and legal entities that manage the billboards’ location 

determine the places where the advertisements can be placed. The municipalities usually adopt 

a document/program for installation of urban equipment and billboards. However, they have not 

publicly announced the information on locations as in accordance with Article 78-1, para 3 

from EC. There is no sanction to it.  

Lack of transparency and accountability is considered since EC does not oblige SEC to 

publicly announce the bids with different packages of locations/prices. So SEC is publishing only 

the Minutes with results of the draw with the number of the packages, but not locations and 

prices.65 

The election legislation does not provide provision in which cases the removal of content 

shall be done: whether is black campaign on billboards, damaged content on billboards/posters, 

illegally placing hanging banners removal, or removal of content if a candidate is elected in the 

first round.  

                                                
65 SEC report from the draw lots https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UFJPI09k1k78CI8BWCcJ7sGOEcqWNe0x/view  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UFJPI09k1k78CI8BWCcJ7sGOEcqWNe0x/view
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Having in mind the figures IMPETUS gathered and presented on the online map66 the ratio 

of distributing slots for political advertising does not represent local elections’ needs, nor 

full implementation of the criteria in Article 78-a, para 4. During the local elections in certain 

municipalities there are a large number of candidates, both from the ruling and opposition parties, 

but also independent candidates and lists, so the ratio 40: 40: 10: 10, does not allow an equal 

competition through billboard advertising for local elections.  

Also, the possibility of a participant to lease unused locations and not having clear 

procedure of additional lease possibility, raises the questions of relevance, justification and 

sustainability of that ratio percentage of advertising and draw lots process itself.  

EC does not sanction if there is no political representation on the election content on 

billboards, although it has mandatory provision that “in all forms of paid political advertising the 

client must advertise be clearly marked.” 

5. Recommendations  

 

➢ To add a paragraph after paragraph 1 in Article 78-a to define what types of paid political 

advertising on billboards are allowed. To provide sanctions if other types are used.  

➢ To amend paragraph 2 of Article 78-a specifying that “the municipality and the city of Skopje 

have the obligation to mark the places for election posters, for each list submitter separately”, 

to also publicly announce the locations and to determine locations where posting is 

prohibited and to specify an institution competent to sanction.   

➢ To provide sanctions in the Electoral Code for non-publication and non-compliance with 

paragraph 3 of Article 78-a: “the municipalities in the Republic of North Macedonia, the City 

of Skopje and the legal entities that manage the billboards and billboards are obliged within 5 

days from the day of announcing the elections to publicly announce the locations and 

rental prices of billboards in an open data format”.  

➢ То add a paragraph after paragraph 3 of Article 78-a in order to specify in EC which locations 

of billboards used for paid political advertisement are prohibited (state owned property). 

Тo impose sanctions on the legal entity that has leased that space for paid political advertising.  

➢ To oblige the SEC, by amending paragraph 6, article 78-a of the Electoral Code, to publicly 

announce the results of the draw, together with the lists of offered locations and prices 

and package prices in an open data format.  

                                                
66 https://political-billboards.mk/  

https://political-billboards.mk/
https://political-billboards.mk/
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➢ To amend paragraph 7 of Article 78-a of the Electoral Code by specifying the procedure if a 

political party, coalition or independent candidate makes additional lease of unused locations. 

➢ To amend Article 79 paragraph 1 with these wording and new paragraphs: "Destruction of 

election posters and billboards or sticking posters on posters or on billboard content of other 

participants in the election campaign is prohibited", stating to apply the same to the content 

of billboards. To add new paragraph to provide for sanctions for the natural person or natural 

person in legal person and the institution that should act and issue fines.  

➢ To oblige SEC to cross check the ownership of the locations that have black campaign on 

billboards. To provide sanctions to the legal entity/agency that has that location by not allowing 

to be a bidder in the next election process.  

 

 

 

 

 


